PROPOSAL FOR ACTION IN MONTGOMERY

OBJECTIVES:

1. Removal of George Wallace from the governorship of Alabama
2. Every 21 year old resident of Alabama can register to vote.

PREPARATION:

1. Immediately recruit Alabama students and adults who will be trained intensively in nonviolent discipline. A school and headquarters for this should be set up in Montgomery. The program must include:
   
a. Nonviolent workshops—general & specific
b. Marching and drills in command and coordination of battle groups
c. Instruction in jail know-how; cooperation or noncooperation with jail procedures and trial
d. Group morale while imprisoned
e. Drill in dealing with fire hoses, dogs, tear gas, cattle prods, police brutality, etc.
f. Practice in blocking runways, train tracks, etc.
g. Elementary politics including an analysis of the objectives of this program.

DECLARATION:

A written case against George Wallace be presented and a declaration that within our consciences his government is null and void.

REVOLUTION:

Severing communication from state capitol bldg. and from city of Montgomery by:

1. Surrounding the capitol building in such a way as to allow no vehicles to enter or leave the bldg. and preferably in such a way that pedestrians may not enter or leave also.

2. Keeping busy all the telephones in the capitol bldg. by calling and talking about freedom.

3. Lying on railroad tracks, runways, and bus driveways cutting off train, bus, and plane transportation.
4. Organize a general work strike

5. Study the tax set up and refuse to pay taxes in the most feasible manner.

6. Wear overalls and something black at all times (armbands, maybe)

7. Establish instructive mass meetings several times a week in several towns.

8. Demonstrations aimed at federal government to insure our right to vote.

9. Demonstrations at the United Nations to secure the vote.

MISCELLANEOUS:

This is an army. Develop a flag and an insignia or pin or button. Use candlelight and kerosene lamps and close down the power company. Many other such possibilities. Ask Kennedy not to recognize Wallace's government and cut off federal funds.

WHAT WE DO NOW:

Start recruiting Birmingham students to train and then to demonstrate and also to be used to recruit students in Montgomery and other cities.